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Less Lethal Self-Defense
Bridging the Gap Between Doing Nothing and Using Deadly Force

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the USCCA’s Less Lethal Self Defense course.Together we’re going to explore the concept of less lethal devicesHow they’re usedSome of the options out thereAnd a few other things you’ll need to consider before carrying a less lethal device



Lesson Topics
 Why?
 Bridging the Gap
 Pepper Spray
 Energy Weapons
 Use of Force
 Product Demonstration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When it comes to less lethal devices, there are several to choose from, including batons, tactical pens, even flashlights.This course specifically covers pepper spray and energy weapons (more commonly known as stun guns or TASERS).We’ll also explore the legal implications of using a less lethal device, and how that relates to a legal use of force.After that, you’ll have time for a brief discussion and to ask any questions you might have, and you’ll have the chance to speak with a USCCA representative



Why Less Lethal?

Legally Physically Morally

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we go much further, let’s explore some of the reasons why an individual might consider carrying something less lethal for self defense.In the end, it comes down to one or more of these three reasons:Legally - the use of deadly force may not be justified, or perhaps you’re in an area that prohibits you from carrying your firearm.In most schools, it’s a felony to carry a firearm on school propertyPhysically - Some people may have physical limitations that make the use of a firearm impractical or unsafe.Using a less lethal option may provide an effective alternative with reduced risk for collateral damage.Morally - Finally, there are some people who will never feel comfortable using deadly force against another person, regardless of the circumstances.This doesn’t mean they have to be completely defenseless



Bridging the Gap
Do Nothing Deadly ForceLess Lethal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, using a less lethal device allows you to bridge the gap between doing nothing, and using deadly force.This can be a powerful advantage, even for those who carry a firearm for self defense.Why? Because less lethal force gives you options!Options that could potentially de-escalate or stop a threat before it turns deadly



Pepper Spray

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve explored the Why behind less lethal, let’s take a look at some of the options that are out there, starting with pepper spray.Pepper spray is arguably the most common less lethal device carried for self-defense.It’s legal in all 50 states with very little restrictions related to who can carry it, and where it can be carried.It comes in a variety of forms, it’s easy to use, and very effective!



 Harnesses the power of the oily resin found in certain types of peppers 
(Oleoresin Capsicum)

 Stops an attacker through:

• Pain
• Discomfort
• Visual distortion

Purpose of Pepper Spray

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The idea behind pepper spray is to harness the power of the oily resin found in certain types of peppers, better known as Oleoresin Capsicum (literally, the oily resin from the Capsicum genus of peppers)The active ingredients in this resin are known as capsaicinoids, and are responsible for the “heat” in pepper spray.The heat of this spray is designed to stop an attacker through pain discomfort, and visual distortion. Let’s take a closer look at how pepper spray actually works.



How Pepper Spray Works

 The pepper spray acts as an 
inflammatory agent that causes a 
burning sensation.

 The eyes are forced shut.

 Sinuses are drained through the 
nostrils.

 The throat and lungs become irritated, 
and coughing ensues.

 A burning sensation is felt on the skin.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The capsaicinoids which serve as the active ingredient in pepper spray are an inflammatory agent that causes a burning sensationCapsaicinoids are also hydrophobic, which means they repel water.When they come into contact with areas of the body that are typically moist, such as our eyes, nostrils, throat, and lungs, it immediately and severely dries them out.The body’s natural response is to flood these areas with tears and/or mucus to rehydrate them.If pepper spray gets into the throat or lungs, the body will trigger a coughing response to expel the capsaicinoids.The end result - the pain, lack of vision, and decreased ability to breathe are all very distracting and make it difficult for even the most determined attacker to accurately target their intended victim.The symptoms last for about 45 minutes.



Types of Pepper Spray: Direct

 Shoots a stream of liquid, gel or foam.
 Affects anyone it contacts.

 Deployed into the attacker’s eyes or face.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned earlier, there are many types of pepper spray, but for our purposes, we’re going to organize them into two categories based on how they deliver the spray - directly, or indirectlyDirect pepper sprays come in a liquid, gel, or foam substanceThese are deployed directly into the attacker’s face, preferably the eyes.The effects of the spray are felt shortly after making contact.



 Shoots a cloud of mist or powder.
 Deployed between the defender and the attacker.

• Forms a barrier that allows the defender to escape.

Types of Pepper Spray: Indirect

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Indirect pepper sprays come in either a powder or mist form.These are meant to be deployed in close proximity to the attacker, and do not rely on direct contact to be effective.Ideally, someone using an indirect spray would deploy it between themselves and their attacker, forming a barrier between them and allowing them to escape.



Types of Pepper Spray Pros and Cons

Direct
Pros:
 Increased range
 Reduced risk of cross-

contamination
Cons:
 Requires more accuracy
 Covers a smaller area

Indirect
Pros:
 Requires less accuracy
 Covers a wider area

Cons:
 Requires a closer distance
 Higher risk of cross-

contamination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several things to take into consideration when deciding which pepper spray is right for you.�Ultimately, which pepper spray you decide to carry will be determined by your own unique circumstances, but there are some things you should consider.�DirectPros:Since they deploy a concentrated beam instead of a cloud, direct sprays typically have a greater range than indirect spraysThe greater distance and more concentrated delivery also reduces the risk of cross-contamination (best for confined spaces like vehicle interiors or elevators)Cons:Because the spray is more concentrated, it requires the user to apply more accuracy when deploying it, which may be difficult under stress.Direct sprays also cover a much smaller area, which can limit their effectiveness against a group of attackers�IndirectPros:Since they deploy as a cloud of mist or powder, indirect sprays don’t require as much accuracyThey also cover a wider area, which makes them ideal for a multiple attacker scenarioCons:Indirect sprays have a limited range and require a user to be much closer to their attackerThere is also a greater risk of cross-contamination because of the close proximity and the atomized particles of OC (not recommended for confined spaces)



Energy Weapons

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Energy weapons (more commonly known as stun guns or TASERs) are another viable option in terms of less lethal self defenseThere tend to be a few more restrictions in terms of purchasing and carrying energy weapons.But with a little training, they can be a formidable tool for self defense.



Energy Weapons

 Harness the power of electrical 
currents.

 Stops an attack by:

• Pain
• Distortion
• Muscle lockup

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Energy weapons work by harnessing the power of electrical currents to cause pain, or temporarily incapacitate an attacker through muscle lockupThe shock from energy weapons can be extremely painful and debilitating, but they actually cause very little damage.In fact, most injuries suffered by someone who has been exposed to an energy weapon are secondary (fell down on cement, etc)



How Energy Weapons Work
 Energy weapons target the bodies sensory and motor nervous systems.
 The electrical currents hijack the messages transferred between the brain and 

the body.

 Electrical currents are painful, but not fatal.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The brain is constantly sending and receiving messages to and from the bodyThe electrical currents from energy weapons effectively hijack these messagesEnergy weapons flood the brain with pain signals from the affected areaThe currents delivered by energy weapons are strong enough to be painful, but not fatal on their own



Energy Weapons Types: Stun Gun

 Creates an electric current between two 
posts.

 The current is applied to the attacker.

 Direct contact with the skin is 
preferred.
• The current can penetrate thin layers 

of clothing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are different types of energy weapons available for civilians to carryThe first type we’ll talk about are stun gunsStun guns create an electric current that runs between two posts at one end of the deviceYou can see - and hear - the electric current when a stun gun is activatedSometimes the sound alone is enough to deter an attack, but when that doesn’t work the stun gun will deliver a painful shock when pressed directly against an attackerDirect contact with the skin is preferred, but the electrical current of most devices will travel through a thin layer of clothing



Energy Weapons Types: TASER
 Creates an electric current between two probes that are propelled from a cartridge.
 The probes embed in the attacker.

• Induces neuromuscular incapacitation (NMI).
 The ideal distance between the probes is 12 inches.
 The probes must be within one inch of the attacker’s skin to have an effect.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TASERs also create an electric current, but unlike a stun gun, it runs between two sharp probes that are launched from a cartridge toward an attackerWhen the probes embed in the skin, they complete an electric current in the muscles between themThe affected muscles are locked up in what is called neuromuscular incapacitationThe electric current is cycled 19 times/second for 30 seconds. This gives the defender 30 seconds to drop their TASER and escapeThe probes need to be within 1” of the attacker’s skin to have an effect, and a probe spread of 12” is ideal (ensures enough muscles are being locked up to stop the attacker)



Energy Weapons Types Pros and Cons

Stun Gun
Pros:
 Very painful and hard to ignore
 Loud and disorienting

Cons:
 Relies on compliance of the 

attacker
 Must be close contact to the 

attacker

TASER
Pros:
 Extremely effective when NMI is 

achieved
 Range up to 15 feet

Cons:
 Requires more training to use 

effectively
 One chance to make contact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just like with pepper spray, which type of energy weapon a person decides to carry depends on a variety of factors, but there are some general pros and cons to consider for each.�Stun GunsPros:The shock is extremely painful, and almost impossible to ignoreStun guns are also very loud, which can cause an attacker to pause and potentially alert people nearbyCons:Stun guns rely on the attacker to decide they no longer want to attack. If an attacker is in a heightened emotional state or under the influence of drugs or alcohol, they may not feel the stun gun being applied.Stun guns require direct contact with an attacker, which means puts the defender at a greater risk of injury and reduces their chances of escape. It also gives the attacker the opportunity to take the stun gun away. (In a close quarters fight, there is no such thing as MY weapon and YOUR weapon. All weapons are shared)�TASERPros:NMI is extremely effective when it is achieved. An attacker’s ability to move is severely compromised until the cycle is complete.TASERs can be deployed from a distance of 7-15ft, which can keep an attacker outside of arms reach.Cons:Accessing, arming, and deploying a TASER requires training to execute effectively, and can be difficult under stress - calling for more trainingCivilian TASER models contain only one shot per cartridge, so the defender has one chance to get a positive NMI. (It can still be used as a stun gun after the probes have been deployed)



Use of Force

Less lethal force is not:
 A magical talisman

 A “Get out of jail free” card
 100 percent Non-lethal

Ask yourself:

 Is it justified?
 Is it reasonable?
 What are the consequences?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s important to remember that using a less lethal device to defend yourself is a use of force. With that in mind, there are some important things for you to consider.Less lethal force is notA Magic talisman - simply having it with you will not make you safer. You must train with it!A “Get out of Jail Free” Card - if you use less lethal force when it’s not justified, you could be facing severe legal and financial consequencesNon-lethal - It’s called “less lethal” because it’s less likely to cause death or serious injury than a firearm or knife, not because it won’t. Although it’s rare, there have been situations in which less lethal force resulted in serious injury or death. Before you use less lethal force, ask yourself:Is it justified? Are you legally justified to use that level of force?Is it reasonable? Don’t bring pepper spray to a gunfight.What are the consequences? What do I risk legally, physically, financially, and morally from using less lethal force?



Demonstration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The presenter will demonstrate the deployment of a less lethal device.�It is up to the discretion of the instructor, or range/retailer to determine which device is used.�Safety ConsiderationsIf demonstrating pepper spray, be sure to use a training spray as opposed to live heat.Under no circumstances should any devices be demonstrated on a live person.Ensure you have adequate space to deploy your chosen device. Be mindful of where the audience is located. If necessary, direct the audience to relocate to avoid potential safety issues and to gain a better view of the demonstration.�Overview of the deviceNomenclature - Identify the device, and its main componentsFunctionality - Explain how the device is meant to be operated�DeploymentAccessing - Demonstrate the ways in which the device is meant to be carried, and how to access the device in a self-defense situationDeploying - Walk through how the device is presented to the threat, and which areas to targetAfter Actions - Explain to the audience what they should do after using their device. This is a great opportunity to introduce the AE.



Questions?



Next Steps

Visit the 
USCCA 

Reciprocity 
Map

Explore the 
USCCA 

Protector 
Academy

Purchase a 
less-lethal 

option
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